
Price: $649,000
Address: TREASURE CAY DR. (TCB),Treasure Cay
City: Abaco
MLS#: 37665
Listing No: C-2
Beds: n/a
Baths: n/a
Living Area: 5,832 sq. ft.
Year Built: n/a

Solomons Building

Property Details

A rare investment opportunity presents itself with this commercial property listing located directly in downtown
Treasure Cay. This multi-level commercial building has a lower floor with multiple entrances for commercial
usage, with three one bedroom/one bathroom apartments also located on the upper level. The building is of
concrete construction, and offers multiple retail space opportunities. This commercial offering is strategically
located directly within the downtown nucleus, with shopping centres and outlets nearby, and an establishment
here will surely generate traffic! Create your entrepreneurial vision with this prime offering in a prime location,
with the ability to generate further income from apartment rentals. Major resorts amenities are nearby
including the Treasure Cay Resort 96-room hotel, 150-slip marina, Coco Beach Bar and the renowned Tipsy
Seagull, in addition to the Spinnaker Restaurant for elegant dining. All major condominium locations are nearby,
with a short walk to the world-famous Treasure Cay Beach.
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The Bahamas Real Estate Association is not responsible for the accuracy of the information
listed above. The data relating to the real estate for sale or lease on this website comes in part
from the Internet Data Exchange Program (IDX) and the Bahamas MLS, and is provided here for
consumer’s personal, non-commercial use. It may not be used for any purpose other than to
identify prospective properties consumers may be interested in purchasing or leasing. Real

Estate listings held in brokerage firms other than the office owning this website are marked with the IDX logo on
the short inquiry. Data provided is deemed reliable but not guaranteed. This information is protected by
copyright and all rights reserved. This property is shown courtesy of The Bahamas MLS.
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